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Russell Investments
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Source: Russell Investments. As of December 31, 2015 unless otherwise stated; Assets under advice as at June 30, 2015. * Calculations based on Confluence, as at 30th 
September 2015. Gross of fees stated in USD. Calculations do not include discretionary mandates. Non-benchmarked funds excluded; RIF MAGS EUR, RIF MAGS GBP, UK IFA 
Real, UK IFA Defensive, RIC LDGF, RIC 3 GBP Cash, RIC UKIL, RIC Euro Cash.
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Paying the pensions – where does the money come 
from?
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Source: Russell Investments, for illustrative purposes only.
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Investment returns matter – a lot
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Source: Russell Investments, for illustrative purposes only.

How much of each €100 of Bob’s pension comes from: 



Techniques which 
help to deliver stable 
returns...



…are not in short supply!
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Let’s focus on some of the most common 

› Asset allocation 
› Strategic – a quick recap
› Dynamic – adapting to threats and opportunities 

› It’s all about risk management 

› Downside protection 

› Alpha

› Controlling all costs (Tricks of the trade: how investment managers 
extract additional value from their relationship with you…and what you 
can do about it)
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How are you tackling the challenging investment 
environment?
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Three interlinked priorities integral to all decisions
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Asset Allocation
The single most important determinant of success



Strategic Asset Allocation

› Establish the portfolio’s 
objectives

› Apply capital markets 
forecasts

› Develop Strategic Asset 
Allocation 

Now what…..?
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Source: For illustrative purpose only.



Diversification – the only free lunch?
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Source: Russell Investments, for illustrative purposes only.



› What and why?

› Shorter-term changes to 
asset allocation

› Capture opportunities

› Protect portfolio returns

› Risk management

› Critical elements
› You must have a structured, 

disciplined process

› Cost a key consideration

› Sell discipline

› Remove emotion!
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Dynamically managing the asset allocation
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A multi-asset perspective i.e. knowing when global equity may be 
misvalued relative to global fixed income, or Japanese large cap to 

REITs, that helps build an investable insight.

European 
small capU.S. large cap Japanese 

large cap
U.S. large cap Japanese 

large cap Global REITs

Global equity Global fixed 
income

What should be considered?
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A comprehensive, rules based process

Source: Russell Investments. For illustrative purposes only.
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Dynamic asset allocation in practice

Source: Russell Investments as at 31 December 2015, net of fees.

› Equity weight at 1st January 2015: 51%
› Equity weight at 31st December 2015: 33%
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MAGS Sterling vs. Global Hedged Equities

MAGS Sterling GBP Hedged Global Equities

Sold Japanese Equities

Sold EM Equities

Sold US Small Cap Equities 

Sold EM Equities 

Sold US Equities 

Sold US and World Equities

Sold US Equity Futures

MAGS Portfolio vs Global Equities
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Risk management
“Risk is like fire: If controlled it will help you; if uncontrolled it 
will rise up and destroy you”
-Theodore Roosevelt



1. Integrated risk management reporting

› Know what factor exposures have the greatest impact on 
your funding level 

Source: Russell Investment. For illustrative purposes only. Gross of fees.
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2. Market risk management
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Managing market risk

The referenced solutions are representative and not all inclusive.
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Downside protection
Specific strategies to protect against market 
drawdowns



› What and why?

› Taking action to reduce 
exposure to a potential 
market downturn

› Protect portfolio returns

› Reduce risk

› Critical elements

› Establish the cost 
structure
› Pay a premium
› Forego upside

› Determine timeframe

› Select instruments
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Downside protection



Buying puts has its pros and cons

Source: Russell Investments. As of 29 May 2015. For illustrative purposes only
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Downside protection in practice
Protection: S&P 500 Bear Put Spread (2H15 & YTD)

Source: Bloomberg as at 25th February 2016.

Downside protection through derivatives in key to capital preservation
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Alpha
Value added by investment manager skill



› What and why?

› Gaining additional return 
through investment manager 
skill

› In a low return environment, it’s 
never been so valuable

› Uncorrelated source of return at 
total portfolio level

› Certain strategies are alpha 
only

› Critical elements

› Cost versus ‘value for 
money’

› Hiring / firing

› Open-architecture

› It is really a question of 
resources
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Alpha



It’s not simply ‘active or passive’

› Passive is lower cost than active, with a lower expected return 
than active management

› Some strategies are alpha only e.g. tactical asset allocation, 
downside protection, hedge funds

› Additional portfolio-level return from successful active relieves 
tension on the asset allocation

› Active should mean flexibility to deliver a specific ‘outcome’
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Controlling all costs 
(Tricks of the trade)
Your value to asset managers is not only in 
the management fee you pay them



› Trade flow

› Trade commissions

› Foreign exchange 
transactions

› Transition activity

› Custody

› What can you do about it?

› Commission management

› Multi-venue pure agency 
trading 

› Agency FX

› Disclosure of pre- and post-
transition costs
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Your other valuable assets…



Thank you



Important information

› For Professional Clients Only. 
› Unless otherwise specified, Russell Investments is the source of all data. All 

information contained in this material is current at the time of issue and, to the best 
of our knowledge, accurate. Any opinion expressed is that of Russell Investments, 
is not a statement of fact, is subject to change and does not constitute investment 
advice.

› The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and is 
not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount originally invested.

› Any past performance figures are not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
› Issued by Russell Investments Limited for East of England Co-operative Society 

Ltd. Company No. 02086230.Registered in England and Wales with registered 
office at: Rex House, 10 Regent Street, London SW1Y 4PE.  Telephone  44 (0)20 
7024 6000.  Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 25 The 
North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS.

› UKI-2016-04-13-0521
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CONTACT US
Colin Doyle
Associate Director
Russell Investments
cdoyle@russellinvestments.com
+ 44 207 024 6378

For more information, please visit our website
www.russellinvestments.com/ie


